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2Refining rigid joint classification criteria 
requires a simplified analysis method !

simple analytical solutions are available

?if



can be treated as initial imperfections are
33

large stiffness

small flexibility

The small flexibility of almost rigid joints



44The small flexibility of almost rigid joints

If , the solution tends to this limit case

and corresponds to a small perturbation:

if , the original joints are perfectly rigid

                                are proportional to  

                                cancel out if  

leading order first correction

the equivalent loads

large stiffness

small flexibility

can be treated as initial imperfections are
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DOF. 1 DOF. 3

DOF. 4DOF. 2

A brief overview of the complete analysis method
1. Cubic interpolation functions

2. Elementary stiffness matrices

;

3. Elementary load vectors 4. Global stiffness matrix

6. Displacements and rotations

5. Global load vector

Use perturbation methods to simplify the problem

B. Expand in series for              and truncate
A. Introduce                  with             and   

C. Introduce an Ansatz for the solution

7. Internal forces



66Use perturbation methods to simplify the problem

2. Elementary stiffness matrices

B. Expand in series for              and truncate at first order
A. Introduce                   with              and   

C. Introduce an Ansatz for the solution

4. Global stiffness matrix

as if the joints were fully rigid !

proportional to the flexibilities !

stiffness matrix of the structure with rigid joints

small loss of stiffness due to the joint flexibilities

DOF. 1 DOF. 3

DOF. 4DOF. 2



77Use perturbation methods to simplify the problem

3. Elementary load vectors

5. Global load vector

as if the joints were fully rigid !

proportional to the flexibilities !

loading of the structure with rigid joints

small perturbation due to the flexibilities

B. Expand in series for              and truncate at first order
A. Introduce                   with              and   

C. Introduce an Ansatz for the solution

DOF. 1 DOF. 3

DOF. 4DOF. 2



88Use perturbation methods to simplify the problem

6. Displacements and rotations

Leading order problem

First order correction

B. Expand in series for              and truncate at first order
A. Introduce                   with              and   

C. Introduce an Ansatz for the solution

with

analyze the structure as if the joints were fully rigid

analyze the structure with rigid joints under an equivalent loading 

  which depends on the leading order solution

DOF. 1 DOF. 3

DOF. 4DOF. 2

and concerns elements with semi-rigid joints only



99Use perturbation methods to simplify the problem

Leading order problem

First order correction

B. Expand in series for              and truncate at first order
A. Introduce                   with              and   

C. Introduce an Ansatz for the solution

DOF. 1 DOF. 3

DOF. 4DOF. 2

7. Internal forces

a correction appears to ensure the continuity of moments



A. Analyze the structure with rigid joints under the original loading 

B. Use rotations and chord drifts to compute the equivalent loading 

C. Analyze the structure with rigid joints under the equivalent loading 

D. Add the displacements 
E. Correct the internal forces

1010The simplified analysis method in a nutshell

= 0 if both      = 0 ! 
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Example 1: one span, one floor, with a concentrated horizontal load



1212Example 1: one span, one floor, with a concentrated horizontal load
A. Analyze the structure with rigid joints under the original loading



1313Example 1: one span, one floor, with a concentrated horizontal load
B. Use rotations and chord drifts to compute the equivalent loading



1414Example 1: one span, one floor, with a concentrated horizontal load
C. Analyze the structure with rigid joints under the equivalent loading
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+

Example 1: one span, one floor, with a concentrated horizontal load
D. Add the displacements
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++

Example 1: one span, one floor, with a concentrated horizontal load
E. Correct the internal forces

-
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Example 1: one span, one floor, with a concentrated horizontal load



1818Example 2: one span, one floor, with distributed vertical load
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1919Example 2: one span, one floor, with distributed vertical load
A. Analyze the structure with rigid joints under the original loading



2020Example 2: one span, one floor, with distributed vertical load
B. Use rotations and chord drifts to compute the equivalent loading



2121Example 2: one span, one floor, with distributed vertical load
C. Analyze the structure with rigid joints under the equivalent loading



2222Example 2: one span, one floor, with distributed vertical load

+

D. Add the displacements



2323Example 2: one span, one floor, with distributed vertical load

+
-

E. Correct the internal forces

+
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Example 2: one span, one floor, with distributed vertical load



2525Example 3: portal frame with beam stiffer than columns
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Example 3: portal frame with beam stiffer than columns
A. Analyze the structure with rigid joints under the original loading
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Example 3: portal frame with beam stiffer than columns
B. Use rotations and chord drifts to compute the equivalent loading



2828Example 3: portal frame with beam stiffer than columns
C. Analyze the structure with rigid joints under the equivalent loading
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Example 3: portal frame with beam stiffer than columns
D. Add the displacements 
E. Correct the internal forces



3030Example 4: three spans, three floors
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Example 4: three spans, three floors
A. Analyze the structure with rigid joints under the original loading
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Example 4: three spans, three floors
B. Use rotations and chord drifts to compute the equivalent loading
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Example 4: three spans, three floors
C. Analyze the structure with rigid joints under the equivalent loading
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Example 4: three spans, three floors
D. Add the displacements 
E. Correct the internal forces



3535Example 4: three spans, three floors

1.25 N 0.248 N -0.248 N -1.25 N

1.41 N -0.229 N 0.229 N -1.41 N1.28 N 0.138 N -0.113 N -1.3 N

Semi-rigid joints, actual loading Rigid joints, actual loading

Rigid joints, actual loading+correction

Semi-rigid joints : slightly off from asymmetric

Rigid joints:  exactly slightly asymmetric

+

+



3636Example 4: three spans, three floors

Semi-rigid joints, actual loading Rigid joints, actual loading

Rigid joints, actual loading+correction

+

+

0.556 Nm

-0.579 Nm

0.608 Nm

-0.621 Nm

0.842 Nm 0.666 Nm
0.687 Nm

-0.607 Nm

0.527 Nm

-0.527 Nm

0.84 Nm 0.66 Nm

H, Bending moment

0.502 Nm

-0.574 Nm

0.647 Nm

-0.647 Nm

0.891 Nm 0.609 Nm



3737Conclusions...

...and perspectives !

The analysis of a frame with very stiff semi-rigid joints provides 
the same asymptotic results (displacements, internal forces,...) 

as 

the analysis of a frame with rigid joints under the same loading 
+ an equivalent loading that takes the semi-rigidity into account. 

The equivalent loading depends on the nodal rotations and drifts 
observed in the frame with rigid joints, under the original loading. 

By simplifying the stability analysis of frames with very stiff semi-rigid joints,  

          we are heading towards a very general method for the classification of joints !

+ Analysis of frames with very soft joints ? 
+ M-N interaction in very stiff joints ? 
+ ... ?
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Thank you ! 
Questions ? Comments ?
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